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SAMPLING

MUSHROOM HUNT

Dolly, Liam and Mona went
sampling to hunt podzol
soil at Grimsö research
station. They got a very nice
soil pro le, which could be
of interest to many of you!
Mona will be comparing
adsorption of DOM from
different sources of soils
with different mineral
particles and podzol will
be one of them. So, more
soil samplings are yet to be
done!

On Oct 13th, So a, Xavi and Shuqi took part in
the annual mushroom hunt organized by the
EBC mycologists. They foraged for a diversity of
Fungi in Stadsskogen for approximately two
hours. Afterwards,
species were identi ed
with the help of guides,
keys and of course the
experts! This year, they
also had the chance to
choose some of their
ndings to be
sequenced. Lastly, a
pub followed where
they tasted some of the
(edible!) mushrooms.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Matilda successfully
defended her thesis
“Fish population
responses to climate
change: cause and
consequences” on
O c t o b e r 1st. Th e
defense was followed
by the rst party held
in person again after
1,5 years!

Jorrit successfully
defended his PhD thesis
on October 21st, titled
"Assessing Future Effects
on Lake Ecosystem
Resilience using Data
Analysis and Dynamic
Modelling". The defense
was held in Geneva, but
could be followed
through Zoom.

Leaving Limno? Don’t forget to ll out the 'checking out' document with your PIs if you’re leaving the
department this month.
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MORE SAMPLING

AWARD

On October 18-19th a six month sampling
campaign at Alstasjö has come to an end. The
aim of the sampling campaign was to measure
methane ebullition uxes from the lake
sediment. The pictures show Simone and Evelina
before and after
retrieving all the
sensors that have
been on the lake for
six months.

Lars has been awarded the Linnaeus medal. He is
rewarded for his research on the decomposition
process of organic material in water during run-off
from inland to sea. This central degradation
process is affected by global warming and has
consequences both for natural ecosystems and
for the availability of drinking water. Congrats!

EXPERIMENT
Theresa and Nike went sampling at lake Siggefora
on October 8th for their
experiment on effects of
different
nutrient
concentrations and
community sizes on
ecological drift in microbial
communities

EDLA
On October 22nd the rst EDLA party after 1,5 years took place. The theme was “The year you were
born” and people came up with super creative costumes ranging from Dolly the cloned sheep over the
moon landing to the iron lady. Here is a small selection of pictures, more
can be found on the server as well as the EDLA movie. Congrats to Annika
for winning the Golden Cod and to Theresa for best costume!
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